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GUESTS OF THE MARRIOTT LAS VEGAS HOTEL ARE VIPS FOR THE BLUE MAN GROUP 
Hotel offers package that gives guests 30% off of a show that's become a worldwide sensation. 

Las Vegas, NV -(10/21/10)- Visitors in Las Vegas are accustomed to preferential treatment and 
perks at hotels such as a comped lunch buffet or free drink when playing the tables. But only guests  
of the Las Vegas Marriott get perks without ever having to roll the dice. Whenever visitors choose 
the Las Vegas Marriott Blue Man Group package, they're given a 30% discount to a Blue Man Group 
show in addition to a complimentary breakfast for two. There are many unique sights and sounds in  
Las Vegas, but nothing comes close to what audiences experience from this unorthodox musical act. 

Formed over 20 years ago in New York, the Blue Man Group is a 
concert, comedy act and visual effects show all rolled into one. A trio of 
men dressed in black with bald, blue heads conjure up an entertaining 
musical experience using nothing more than configurations of PVC pipe. 
Standing onstage along with an intricately coordinated video and light  
show, the Blue Men invite attendees to participate and help them along 
with their music. Family friendly and perpetually interactive, the show 

has received rave reviews in countries all over the world. Japan, Switzerland, Germany, Canada and 
the United Kingdom have all marveled at the truly unique showmanship that brings in record crowds  
year after year. Now that the Blue Men have found their way to sin city, the Las Vegas Marriott is 
able to give their guests good seats at a great price along with deluxe accommodations. 

With the Blue Man Group package, guests are not only offered a nice 
discount, but a convenient location. The Las Vegas Marriott is merely two 
blocks from the show's stage at the Venetian Hotel. Upon booking, guests 
will be provided a code for discounts on Red or Blue Zone seating sections. 
After the show, they'll be able to walk up and down the famous Las Vegas 
Strip and try their luck at the seemingly endless row of world famous 
casinos. When their evening of spectacular entertainment and wondrous 
sights is over, the cozy accommodations of the Las Vegas Marriott will be 
waiting for them. In the morning, they'll wake up to a delicious, 
complimentary breakfast with great ambiance at café325. With 278 artfully 
decorated rooms, luxurious bedding, HD TVs, an outdoor pool, fitness 
center and ideal location near the Las Vegas Strip, the Las Vegas Marriott 
Blue Man Group package offers something no one can afford to pass on. 
For more information about the Blue Man Group package at the Las Vegas 
Marriott, visit the hotel’s website.

About the Las Vegas Marriott
Located on Convention Center Drive, adjacent to the Las Vegas Convention Center and two blocks 
from the Las Vegas Strip, the stylish Las Vegas Marriott provides a sophisticated alternative to the 
Las Vegas Strip hotel. Not a single guestroom detail is overlooked, as 278 spacious rooms include 
separate living and sleeping areas, 42-inch HD TV's and executive work stations with wired high-
speed Internet access. Convenient extras include small refrigerators and double sofa beds, making 
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traveling with families easy and affordable.  Platinum/Gold Marriott Rewards members receive a free 
breakfast buffet at this Las Vegas hotel’s restaurant, café325. The pristine outdoor pool is heated, 
with fresh towels provided. Those who wish to maintain fitness routines while traveling can also take  
advantage of the Las Vegas Marriott’s on-site fitness center, featuring a variety of modern 
cardiovascular equipment and free weights. For more information, visit www.lasvegasmarriott.com.
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